
This year we took several
trips, attended and held a lot of
different functions and we
learned a lot. I hope everyone
had as much fun as I did, and
learned the values of being a
member in such a great
organization as the FFA.

State of the Chapter Address
by Jeremy Smith, Chapter To obtain a Chapter or
president Greenhand Degree the person

This year in the Vienna FFA must start an SAE project lead a
Chapter we had a fun and group discussion and pass an
worthwhile year. In the FFA knowledge test. The next
summer we had two new step after a Chapter Degree is
member functions, one was a getting the Area FFA and State
chapter BBQ, and the second FFA Degrees once you reach
being a trip to Branson and these heights the last and
Silver Dollar City. These two highest award is the American
functions were to increase and FFA degree.
recruit new members to join Jacob Cahill and Jeremy
FFA. We took a bus ride down Smith both tried to obtain their
there, after the long ride we· State Degrees this year. Jeremy
stretched our legs and had a fun received his Area FFA Degree
day running around riding in April of 2000 both sent
rides. We ate out at Lambert's applications to state this year for !

Cafe, "home of the throwed the State Degree screening in
rolls." Jefferson City later this month.

This year we set down a list This year we had an Ice
of chapter goals for the first time Cream Social to increase
since I have been a member. member turn out to meetings.
The goals are: We invited Kristie Hill, the State

--To obtain 100%· or +, 10 Vice President from Area 11.
membership gain. She gave a speech on how to

--To obtain one or more State succeed in life and be able to do
FFA degrees. what you want to do, because

--To take four proficiency "Your life is now."
awards to area competition. In January, the chapter took a

-To backtrack all chapter trip to the Greenhand
history from the beginning to Motivational Conference in
the present. Rolla. We met the National

As of now the chapter has Officers and they talked about
obtained two of these goals and the FFA and Discovering the
we are proud that we have done Power we each hold within.
so. With your assistance, we can One of the National Officers is
continue backtracking our from Missouri, he is Doug
chapter history and by the first Kueker and he is a national Vice
of March we will find out if one President and he is from Sweet
of our students has attained the Springs MO.
State FFA Degree .. We hope to
set bigger goals next year, and
more in the future.

This year, we had four
Chapter FFA degree recipients
and ten Greenhand degree
recipients. They received their
degrees in a special ceremony
held in December.


